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DANA LOK
In Dana Lok’s intricate figurative paintings, visual transformations coupled with unexpected and often counter-intuitive
vantage points tease at the seams of how signs and representations express meaning. Each distinct body of work engages a
range of specific ideas or problems as they undergo a translation from language to visualization, with the paintings recording
all the distortions, spontaneous slippages, and sleight-of-hand substitutions at play to bridge the gulf between thought and
image. Lok’s paintings stage a heightened and at times surreal drama of compositional space in which different modes of
knowledge and meaning-making are both props and actor, theater set and subject. Threading delicate tensions between
signifiers, images in Lok’s work gesture to their absent opposites, hidden in the shadows or just out of frame. Like a
magician’s trick, optical cues abound, distracting the viewer while subtly pointing to the fact that there is always more going
on than meets the eye.
Lok first emerged as an abstract painter before turning to figuration and developing her distinctive style in which enigmatic
questions addressing the passage of time or the act of seeing, for instance, are afforded imaginative, incisive answers.
Complex and morphing systems of insight are made visible while never wholly transparent. These half-offered, half-withheld
solutions hold the viewer’s gaze and mind in a state of suspension, a testimony to her deep involvement with the
complexities of the medium of painting.
Dana Lok (b. 1988, Berwyn, PA) received an MFA from Columbia University in 2015 and attended Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture in 2016. Solo exhibitions of her work include One Second Per Second at PAGE, New York (2020); Words Without Skin at
Clima, Milan (2019); Mind’s Mouth at Bianca D’Allessandro, Copenhagen (2018); Soft Fact at Clima, Milan (2017); and The Set of
All Sets at Chewday’s, London (2016). Group shows include Gravity, a proposal at Sikkema Jenkins & Co., New York (2022);
Jahresgaben at Bonner Kunstverein, Bonn, Germany (2021); Regroup Show at Miguel Abreu Gallery (2021); Fifteen Painters at
Andrew Kreps Gallery (2021); PAGE (NYC) at Petzel Gallery (2021); and In Place Of, curated by Leah Pires, at Miguel Abreu
Gallery, (2016), all in New York.
Lok’s first solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery, Part and Parse, was on view from March 17 – May 7, 2022.
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Dana Lok, "Demo" (2022), oil on canvas, 18 x 21 inches (all images © Dana Lok, courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery; photos by Stephen Faught)
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comprise Dana Lok’s knockout debut at Miguel Abreu Gallery, a dexterous exploration of signiﬁcation’s
doublings, reversals, recursions, and inversions. Throughout Part and Parse, the Brooklyn-based artist reveals
seemingly straightforward objects and events to be strange, slippery, and utterly beguiling. The exhibition
probes the ways in which signs are always gesturing at something further aﬁeld: an empty plate transforms into
a spotlight alongside a knife; open books bare conditional or illusory content, such as the mirrored word “IF” or
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holes in the next. Everything we see in these paintings is provisional, multiple, or mutable — ultimately
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Thirteen paintings interconnected by common iconographic threads and a penchant for sleight of hand
In a sly conceit that casts the canvas as a surgical theater, Lok borrows imagery of surgeons pressing scalpels
comprise Dana Lok’s knockout debut at Miguel Abreu Gallery, a dexterous exploration of signiﬁcation’s
into ﬂesh from the work of another young Pennsylvania-born painter, Thomas Eakins. In 1875, at the age of 31,
doublings, reversals, recursions, and inversions. Throughout Part and Parse, the Brooklyn-based artist reveals
Eakins painted “The Gross Clinic,” a depiction of ﬁve doctors operating on a somewhat abstracted, amorphous
seemingly straightforward objects and events to be strange, slippery, and utterly beguiling. The exhibition
body under the direction of Dr. Samuel D. Gross, who had just pioneered a new form of bone surgery. Made to
probes the ways in which signs are always gesturing at something further aﬁeld: an empty plate transforms into
celebrate new scientiﬁc advances, this historically scaled portrayal of a medical procedure initially shocked
a spotlight alongside a knife; open books bare conditional or illusory content, such as the mirrored word “IF” or
many Americans, who found the work’s naturalism disturbing. Yet this performative painting of a theatrical
a rainbow; two ﬁrm plums fall from a subtly doubled, outstretched hand in one image to morph into two small
event was the contrived, aestheticized result of multiple sittings — and even portrayed Eakins himself seated
holes in the next. Everything we see in these paintings is provisional, multiple, or mutable — ultimately
among the onlookers, busily sketching the scene before him.
unknowable.
In a sly conceit that casts the canvas as a surgical theater, Lok borrows imagery of surgeons pressing scalpels
into ﬂesh from the work of another young Pennsylvania-born painter, Thomas Eakins. In 1875, at the age of 31,
Eakins painted “The Gross Clinic,” a depiction of ﬁve doctors operating on a somewhat abstracted, amorphous
body under the direction of Dr. Samuel D. Gross, who had just pioneered a new form of bone surgery. Made to
celebrate new scientiﬁc advances, this historically scaled portrayal of a medical procedure initially shocked
many Americans, who found the work’s naturalism disturbing. Yet this performative painting of a theatrical
event was the contrived, aestheticized result of multiple sittings — and even portrayed Eakins himself seated
among the onlookers, busily sketching the scene before him.

Dana Lok, “Bone Surgery” (2022), oil on canvas, 96 x 78 x 1 1/2 inches

Lok mines “The Gross Clinic” for parts. “Recursive Surgeon” (2021), an oneiric, indigo-hued painting made on
the same scale as Eakins’s, elicits latent psychological surrealism from the American classic: the formidable Dr.
Gross, cropped at the neck, towers over an underling whose head is overlaid with, and anonymized by, visions of
himself and his cohort performing the procedure for an audience. Dispersed throughout the pale, green-tinged
ground of the equally immense “Bone Surgery” (2022) are small black and white copies of ﬁgures lifted from
Eakins’s painting, some of whom are huddled around picnic blankets (or checkered surgical sheeting). O! to
one side, blocks of partially concealed text, which evoke the blanket seen in raised relief, declare: “YOU DON’T
HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.”
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Lok mines “The Gross Clinic” for parts. “Recursive
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the same scale as Eakins’s, elicits latent psychological surrealism from the American classic: the formidable Dr.
Gross, cropped at the neck, towers over an underling whose head is overlaid with, and anonymized by, visions of
himself and his cohort performing the procedure for an audience. Dispersed throughout the pale, green-tinged
ground of the equally immense “Bone Surgery” (2022) are small black and white copies of ﬁgures lifted from
Eakins’s painting, some of whom are huddled around picnic blankets (or checkered surgical sheeting). O! to
one side, blocks of partially concealed text, which evoke the blanket seen in raised relief, declare: “YOU DON’T
HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.”
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Lok’s paintings aren’t afraid to take contradictory positions, and indeed seem to relish presenting incompatible
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assertions about the ways in which truth and knowledge operate. Laid out on impossibly green grass in the
nearby “Parsing, Parsimony” (2021) is another picnic blanket built of words, which o!ers a diametric opposite:
“YOU HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.” The sheet is sandwiched between two
spotlights that playfully (mis)direct the viewer’s attention to the spots of ﬂat green paint themselves, calling
attention to the painting’s constructed surface — “knowing how it’s made” — and the status of the canvas as a
theater, a proscenium where paint performs.
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nearby “Parsing, Parsimony” (2021) is another picnic blanket built of words, which o!ers a diametric opposite:
“YOU HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.” The sheet is sandwiched between two
spotlights that playfully (mis)direct the viewer’s attention to the spots of ﬂat green paint themselves, calling
attention to the painting’s constructed surface — “knowing how it’s made” — and the status of the canvas as a
theater, a proscenium where paint performs.

Dana Lok, “Catch” (2022), oil on canvas, 26 x 29 inches

Simultaneously alluding to Gross’s surgical demonstration and to Eakins’s portrayal of himself in the act of
sketching it, “Demo” (2022) portrays a teal hand dragging a pencil across a piece of paper to draw a razor-thin
line. The paper is held in place by additional sets of hands that impress their thumbprints on the page, learning
haptically as they produce their own relatively unstudied marks. In “Trace” (2022), one hand guides another in
drawing a line directly on the canvas. The small, strangely intimate work simultaneously deploys painting’s
illusionism and gently pierces a hole in that illusionism, toggling between a phenomenon and its depiction, or a
sign and its referent.
Concretizing the exhibition’s web of associations, images, and references, “Catch” (2022) (catch-22) depicts an
intricate spider’s web enmeshed in ﬂashbulb-lit ﬂowering greenery. The alluring web gradually adopts the
tunnel-like shape of a black hole, evoking an ontologically unsteadying portal to a mysterious elsewhere, where
time and space are warped, destroyed, and remade, and the world as we know it — or think we do — is called
into question. Painting, at least in Lok’s case, is not so di!erent.

Dana Lok Beckons the Unknowable
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Dana Lok, “Trace” (2022), oil on canvas, 13 x 10 inches

Dana Lok: Part and Parse continues at Miguel Abreu Gallery (88 Eldridge Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan)
through May 7. The exhibition was organized by the gallery.
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Dana Lok, "Two Plums" (2021), oil on canvas, 13 x 15 inches (all images © Dana Lok, courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery)
Painted in diﬀerent hues of mauve, and measuring 13 by 15 inches, the painting “Two Plums” (2021)
depicts an open hand and wrist extending at a slight diagonal from the canvas’s top-left edge. Two small
plums rest in the palm. Beneath the hand, we see what could be its doppelganger. The mauve tones and

Dana Lok, "Two Plums" (2021), oil on canvas, 13 x 15 inches (all images © Dana Lok, courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery)
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It is this threshold moment that Dana Lok keeps ﬁnding ways to conjure in her impressive debut
exhibition, Dana Lok: Part and Parse, at Miguel Abreu Gallery. In 13 paintings that range from 13 by 15 to
96 by 78 by 1 1/2 inches, Lok explores a range of perceptual conundrums, which evoke a deeper inquiry —
part physics and part philosophy — into elemental questions: How do I know what I know? What
measures do I use to quantify my experience? At this convulsive moment, when physicists are trying to
visualize models for dark matter, which has never been observed, and others reject science as an objective
method, Lok’s interest in gaining genuine knowledge focuses on this discrepancy.

It is this threshold moment that Dana Lok keeps ﬁnding ways to conjure in her impressive debut
exhibition, Dana Lok: Part and Parse, at Miguel Abreu Gallery. In 13 paintings that range from 13 by 15 to
96 by 78 by 1 1/2 inches, Lok explores a range of perceptual conundrums, which evoke a deeper inquiry —
part physics and part philosophy — into elemental questions: How do I know what I know? What
measures do I use to quantify my experience? At this convulsive moment, when physicists are trying to
visualize models for dark matter, which has never been observed, and others reject science as an objective
method, Lok’s interest in gaining genuine knowledge focuses on this discrepancy.

Dana Lok, “Parsing, Parsimony” (2021), oil on canvas, 62 x 70 inches
What should be stated is the singularity of Lok’s inquiry in relationship to her peers. I know of no other
artist pursuing this trajectory in painting. By asking these questions, she opens up the thingness of
painting in an unexpected way, particularly regarding its existence as a two-dimensional surface, a threedimensional object, a multilayered reality, and a means of exploring one’s conjectures about the nature of
reality as something that exists beyond our comprehension.
Informed by the magical world of cartoons, science manuals, cinematic cropping and lighting, and art
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Informed by the magical world of cartoons, science manuals, cinematic cropping and lighting, and art
history — just to name a few of the artist’s inspirations and sources — Lok depicts scenes that convey a
search that never arrives at a satisfactory answer. The point is to keep looking, taking the world apart and
reassembling it. In “Parsing Parsimony” (2021), she invites viewers to meditate on the relationship
between the whole and its parts. On a red and blue checkered cloth situated on grass, its lower right and
upper left edges illuminated by ﬂat, bright green circles, we see three interlocking, incomplete rectangles
that form towering red and blue letters. The largest and tallest rectangle contains the following text,
rendered in alternating red and blue letters:

YOU HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.
YOU HAVE TO KNOW ITS PARTS TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE.
YOU CAN TAKE OUT ITS PARTS AND PLACE THEM SIDE BY SIDE.
WHEN ITS PARTS LAY SIDE BY SIDE IT DISAPPEARS.
The second, lower rectangle, which appears to be half as tall and contains a portion of the larger
rectangle’s text, reads:
OUT ITS
PARTS AND
PLACE THEM
SIDE BY
SIDE. WHEN
ITS PARTS
The third and smallest rectangle, which extends out of the previous one, reads:
LAY SIDE
BY SIDE IT
DISAPPEARS.
Made of separate columns, each topped by a letter, the three diminishing rectangles seem to be
simultaneously commenting on themselves and embarking on a quest for a veriﬁable truth. Integral to the
painting is the fact that Lok gives no indication of what it might be. Is it a thing or an idea? Are they
irreconcilable?

Dana Lok, “Recursive Surgeon” (2021), oil on canvas, 96 x 78 x 1 1/2 inches

Although this is not solely Lok’s focus, I see “Parsing Parsimony” and other works in this exhibition as a
rigorous refutation of painting’s identity as a two-dimensional surface or a purely material thing, but one
that does not oﬀer an alternative rooted in the spiritual or transcendence. One could say that the artist
wants a less stingy deﬁnition of painting’s physical existence.
Faithful to that desire, Lok invites viewers to consider the another possible line of inquiry in “Bone
Surgery” (2022), where she juxtaposes the letters with a fragment of Thomas Eakins’s painting “The
Gross Clinic” (1875). The letters, presented as three diﬀerent-sized clusters, read:
YOU DON’T HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.

Surgery” (2022), where she juxtaposes the letters with a fragment of Thomas Eakins’s painting “The
Gross Clinic” (1875). The letters, presented as three diﬀerent-sized clusters, read:
YOU DON’T HAVE TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE TO KNOW WHAT IT IS.
YOU DON’T HAVE TO KNOW ITS PARTS TO KNOW HOW IT’S MADE.
YOU DON’T HAVE TO TAKE OUT ITS PARTS AND PLACE THEM SIDE BY SIDE.
WHEN ITS PARTS LAY SIDE BY SIDE IT DOES NOT DISAPPEAR.
Depending on the circumstances in which they are applied, do these statements hold a validity that is
equal to those in “Parsing Parsimony”?
This relentless desire to keep inquiring even when no answer is forthcoming seems to have inspired
“Recursive Surgeon” (2021), the exhibition’s largest painting. Using ﬁgures found in “The Gross Clinic,”
and a palette of diﬀerent mauves, Lok depicts a cropped view of Dr. Samuel Gross, scalpel in hand,
directing his assistants to perform an operation on a patient’s thigh. In the Eakins painting, the head of
one assistant, seen at an angle, is located in front of Gross’s stomach, slightly oﬀ center. Lok’s
reinterpretation of “Gross Clinic” includes a close-up of the operation within the head’s truncated
outline. What complicates this view is that we also see the front part of the assistant’s face emerging from
the shadow cast by Gross’s scalpel-wielding hand, peering — it would seem — into the larger version of
his head, thus both observing and participating in the operation.

Dana Lok, “Recursive Surgeon” (2021), oil on canvas, 96 x 78 x 1 1/2 inches
Although this is not solely Lok’s focus, I see “Parsing Parsimony” and other works in this exhibition as a

Meanwhile, in the painting’s upper left-hand corner, faces of the student doctors emerge from the paint,
as if out of a thick fog, their hands supporting their heads, not exactly rapt with attention. I don’t think it
is an accident that Lok left out the woman seated to the left of Gross, who hides her eyes. What does it
mean to see? What is the relationship between seeing and the quest for truth? Is it a ﬁxed or changing
Meanwhile, in the painting’s upper left-hand corner, faces of the student doctors emerge from the paint,
relationship? What does it mean to be open, even as you venture into a territory where everything is
as if out of a thick fog, their hands supporting their heads, not exactly rapt with attention. I don’t think it
murky? Might not this painting also be a meditation on vulnerability, change, and mortality? By
is an accident that Lok left out the woman seated to the left of Gross, who hides her eyes. What does it
incorporating and re-envisioning Eakins’s painting — which merges detached realist observation with
mean to see? What is the relationship between seeing and the quest for truth? Is it a ﬁxed or changing
objective scientiﬁc study — isn’t Lok commenting on the foundations of her own pursuit?
relationship? What does it mean to be open, even as you venture into a territory where everything is
murky? Might not this painting also be a meditation on vulnerability, change, and mortality? By
incorporating and re-envisioning Eakins’s painting — which merges detached realist observation with
objective scientiﬁc study — isn’t Lok commenting on the foundations of her own pursuit?

Dana Lok, “Catch” (2022), oil on canvas, 26 x 29 inches
Throughout the exhibition Lok returns to, and reexamines, diﬀerent motifs: a partially open book, a knife
on an empty plate, and a hand lying atop an identical hand. The one outlier in this gathering is “Catch”
(2022). As often as I circled back to various paintings in this exhibition, something diﬀerent happened
when I ﬁrst looked at “Catch.” I was transﬁxed. I made a mental note as to where the painting was located
Throughout the exhibition Lok returns to, and reexamines, diﬀerent motifs: a partially open book, a knife
because I wanted it to be the last one I looked at, even though I had not yet seen the entire show.
on an empty plate, and a hand lying atop an identical hand. The one outlier in this gathering is “Catch”
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Dana Lok, “Catch” (2022), oil on canvas, 26 x 29 inches

like a funnel. The painting’s title can be read in a number of ways: as seizing something, taking the
We are looking down into an open space among bushes and a scattering of white ﬂowers. The lighting is
opportunity to leave, becoming entangled, or being caught in the act. Where does my mind’s eye go when
artiﬁcial, like the kind you might remember from a dream. What could be a spiderweb or netting extends
looking at this painting, which evokes an unknowable domain? What is this impossible union of netting,
inward from the branches, the form’s weave becoming tighter as it descends into a hole in the ground,
web, and hole? As unlikely as the combination might strike us, something also seems to be irrevocably
like a funnel. The painting’s title can be read in a number of ways: as seizing something, taking the
right about the joining. The limits of seeing and the conclusion of conjecturing and dreaming do not
opportunity to leave, becoming entangled, or being caught in the act. Where does my mind’s eye go when
coincide. Although we live in that liminal space, we do not want to acknowledge how little we know as we
looking at this painting, which evokes an unknowable domain? What is this impossible union of netting,
proceed into the future.
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Dana Lok: Part and Parse continues at Miguel Abreu Gallery (88 Eldridge Street, Lower East Side,
Manhattan) through May 7. The exhibition was organized by the gallery.

landscapes in the ceramist Mary Carlson’s “Eden,” most of them sourced from the peripheries of old master paintings, are different. “Eden
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Ablaze With Art: Thriving Galleries in Lower Manhattan

Through Nov. 1. Page, 368 Broadway, Manhattan; 917-599-8140, page-nyc.com.

Will Heinrich heads to TriBeCa, where new galleries keep popping up and strong shows abound.
By Will Heinrich
Oct. 15, 2020

Walking around TriBeCa galleries recently felt strangely, blessedly, heartbreakingly close to normal. Some bars and restaurants — like the
upscale diner in Cortlandt Alley — remained closed, but Lower Manhattan is ablaze with art. Just across the street from that empty diner,
at Andrew Kreps Gallery, I visited Kim Dingle’s overhead views of restaurant tables, which she made in the 2000s while operating a
restaurant in Los Angeles, and over at Canada I thrilled to Joan Snyder’s delicate but explosively colorful abstractions. (Note that both
shows close Oct. 17.)
Luhring Augustine has opened a branch on White Street with a killer show of watercolors and found object sculptures by the Brazilian
artist Lucia Nogueira (through Oct. 31), and a new project called Broadway has opened with a show by the Indigenous video artist and
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How would the world look if you could stand outside time? That’s the heady question behind “One Second Per Second,” a lush but tightly
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focused suite of paintings by the young Brooklyn artist Dana Lok. In the largest two, “Causal Wedge (Front)” and “Causal Wedge (Back),”
a veil of neon mist parts to reveal a single foot trampling through the mud. Simple orange butterﬂies — perhaps a reference to the
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just an uncommon way of highlighting what is, after all, the heart of most ﬁgurative painting — the strange and magical problem of ﬁxing a
moment in time.

Megan Marrin
Through Nov. 21. Queer Thoughts, 373 Broadway, Manhattan; 212-680-0116, queerthoughts.com.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/15/arts/design/art-galleries-tribeca-lower-manhattan.html
Dana Lok’s “Causal Wedge (Front),” from 2020, at Page (NYC) gallery.

Dana Lok and Page
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How would the world look if you could stand outside time? That’s the heady question behind “One Second Per Second,” a lush but tightly
focused suite of paintings by the young Brooklyn artist Dana Lok. In the largest two, “Causal Wedge (Front)” and “Causal Wedge (Back),”
a veil of neon mist parts to reveal a single foot trampling through the mud. Simple orange butterﬂies — perhaps a reference to the
Dana Lok’s “Causal Wedge (Front),” from 2020, at Page (NYC) gallery. Dana Lok and Page
“butterﬂy effect” — ﬂutter around in the tall grass. Jagged receding borders at the top of this vision suggest that it’s not just one instant
Ms. Lok has her sights on, but a contiguous train of them. But what makes the concept work is that she doesn’t linger over the details. It’s

